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Jacob Kojfman

Senior Legal Counsel

The Co-operators Group Ltd.

Vancouver, Canada
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My Apple Watch alarm goes off; sometimes I hit snooze and other times I get up. I find it easier to get
up earlier in the morning earlier in the week than later. I start the day by making a pot of coffee,
playing Wordle. Sometimes, I pack my daughter’s snacks and lunch during this time. Because I work
mostly with people in EST and I’m in PST, I scan my emails to see if there are any fires and confirm
my schedule in my calendar.

6:30 am

I do some French lessons on Duolingo, catch up on the headlines on Apple News, or read whatever
book I’m working through. These days it is “Good Power” by Ginni Rommetty, and “Klan War” about
President Grant taking on the Ku Klux Klan.
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7:00 am

Depending on my meeting schedule, workload, and my wife’s exercise schedule I try to make it to
the gym or do a Peloton ride to get some exercise. Aside from the physical benefits of exercise, I find
it helps me focus better during the day.

9:00 am

My workday can start anytime between 8:00 am or 9:15 am depending on whether I walk my
daughter to school or not. I work from home, so I walk 20 feet or so from the kitchen to my desk with
a cup of water and a fresh cup of coffee. I’m on the IP Network leadership and there’s usually
something to deal with that.

10:00 am

After a quick scan of emails to see if I need to reprioritize something, I start to work on my to do list.
This week it is reviewing a new contract that is a renewal and continuing to move forward some other
commercial agreements. There’s a lot of collaboration with my internal business clients; I want to
make sure I really understand the services a vendor offers, so I can give the best advice. Contracts
are just words on a page and the real risk comes in the actual details about the services and how the
vendor provides them.
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https://www.amazon.com/Good-Power-Leading-Positive-Change/dp/1647823226
https://www.amazon.com/Klan-War-Ulysses-Battle-Reconstruction/dp/0593317815/ref=asc_df_0593317815?tag=bingshoppinga-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=79920884776442&hvnetw=o&hvqmt=e&hvbmt=be&hvdev=c&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=&hvtargid=pla-4583520402988147&psc=1
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11:00 am

I try to connect with the other lawyers on the commercial team (there are four of us who report to our
boss) or some of the people who used to be on our contracts team. I’ll also reach out to a contact on
LinkedIn or send a quick email to a friend to continue to build the relationships.

12:00 pm

I try to have lunch with people once or twice a week otherwise I may not see people in three
dimension all day.

1:00 pm

Back at my desk, I check my emails to see which of my internal clients have responded to my asks
for more information and details about what I’m working on with them.

2:30 pm

Most of my internal clients have finished their workday. This gives me a good block of time with
minimal interruptions for me to finish some contract reviews and send out drafts to my clients, so they
have them when they start their days tomorrow.
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4:15 pm

I leave for soccer practice. I coach my daughter’s soccer team. I started in 2020 because of a lack of
volunteers. Thank goodness for YouTube!

8:00 pm

After dinner, I finish some other work, replying to emails, saving documents to our document
management system, and then filing them in my personal email folders so I can find them quickly.

9:30 pm

I do some chores and join my wife on the couch to read while she streams whatever show she’s
watching. I’ll finish up my daily French lessons, do a quick meditation, and get ready for bed.

Join ACC

 

Disclaimer: the information in any resource collected in this virtual library should not be construed as
legal advice or legal opinion on specific facts and should not be considered representative of the
views of its authors, its sponsors, and/or ACC. These resources are not intended as a definitive
statement on the subject addressed. Rather, they are intended to serve as a tool providing practical
advice and references for the busy in-house practitioner and other readers.
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https://www.acc.com/membership?UTM_source=Docket&UTM_medium=web&UTM_campaign=JoinNow
/author/jacob-kojfman
/author/jacob-kojfman


 

 

  

Senior Legal Counsel

The Co-operators Group Ltd

Jacob Kojfman is Senior Legal Counsel at The Co-operators Group Ltd., a Canadian-
insurance company, focusing on contracting for technology solutions and related
professional services, and prior to that was counsel at the Canadian-affiliate of a global IT
services provider. He holds a JD/MBA from Osgoode Hall Law School and the Schulich
School of Business in Toronto Canada. He is currently on the ACC IP and Small Legal
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Department Networks leadership, and is involved with other legal associations in Canada.
Kojfman volunteers as a mentor with young lawyers hoping that they can avoid the
mistakes he made early in his career. You can ride with him on Peloton at Obi1Jacobi.
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